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Review of Yosef Kaplan, Henry Méchoulan, and Richard H. Popkin,
Menasseh ben Israel and His World
Abstract

This volume is the result of a conference held in Israel in 1982 on the many aspects of the life and career of
Menassh ben Israel (1604-57), described by Richard Popkin in his introduction "as a popular Jewish preacher
and publisher, as a point of contact for the Jewish and Christian worlds, especially in Holland and England, as
an intriguing actor in the messianic and millenarian dramas of the time, and as a thinker in his own right" (p.
vii). Because of considerable scholarly interest in Dutch Sephardic Jewry in recent years (ably summarized by
Yosef Kaplan in this volume, unfortunately without accompanying annotation), and because Menasseh,
probably the best-known Jewish scholar of seventeenth-century Amsterdam other than Spinoza, represents "a
natural and ideal focus for the encounter between Jewish and general history," in the words of Michael Heyd
(p. 262), the book is certainly a welcome contribution to the study of both the Christian and Jewish
communities and their intense interactions.
Disciplines

Cultural History | European History | History | History of Christianity | History of Religion | Intellectual
History | Jewish Studies
Comments

At the time of this publication, Dr. Ruderman was affiliated with Yale University, but he is now a faculty
member of the University of Pennsylvania.
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In the short space of this review, I shall mention only
the volume's most significant papers. Yosef Kaplan conv
demonstrates how Menasseh and his co-religionists in the
dam community appropriated, in the face of their own c
instability, political concepts such as "conservation," and
tions of chosenness and ethnocentricity ironically drawn

mental world of their Iberian oppressors. Richard Popkin tra
fascinating rise and fall of the theory identifying the North

ican Indians with Jews, from the time of Menasseh until
century. David Katz presents an engaging portrait ofHenr
the English Baptist and philo-Semite, and his personal t
Menasseh ben Israel. Jonathan Israel persuasively links M
messianic agenda and his English mission on behalf of Je
settlement with contemporary economic and demograph
opments throughout the Western Sephardic communities,
the emergence of a Jewish colonizing movement emanat
Amsterdam, Hamburg, and Livorno, attempting to cope
problem of absorbing surplus populations of Sephardic J
the economies of Holland and Italy. Finally, Moshe Idel
delineates Menasseh's understanding of kabbalah against t

ground of European Neoplatonism in general and Jew

Christian notions of "ancient theology" emerging in the Ital

naissance in particular.
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Christian and Jewish mystical and millenarian ideas, ho
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and the consequent limitations of the dialogue between

communities.

Messianic thought should also, Heyd argues, be studied again

the background of the political, social, and intellectual crises of the

period affecting both Jews and Christians, weakening the trad
tional boundaries of each community and stimulating a search f
new cultural identities. To set Menasseh's period in context, he
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